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In this work, the kinetics of the 3C-6H polytypic transition in 3C-SiC single crystals

are studied in details by means of di�use X-ray scattering (DXS) coupled with nu-

merical simulations and transmission electron microscopy and optical birefringence

microscopy. Upon high-temperature annealing, spatially correlated stacking faults

(SFs), lying in the {111} planes, are generated within the crystal and tend to form

bands of partially transformed SiC. It is shown that the numerical simulation of the

DXS curves allows to unambiguously deduce the transformation level within these

bands, as well as the volume fraction corresponding to these bands. Increasing an-

nealing time results (i) in the growth of the partially transformed regions by the glide

of the partials dislocations bounding the SFs, and (ii) in the generation of new SFs

within the crystal by means of a double-cross slip motion. The kinetics of each of

these mechanisms are presented and discussed with respect to the annealing temper-

ature, the initial SF density and crystalline quality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The cubic polytype of silicon carbide (3C-SiC) exhibits attractive chemical, thermal

and electrical properties which make it an ideal candidate for high-power and high-

frequency operating devices, such as metal-oxide semiconductor �eld-e�ect transistors

(MOSFETs)1. In the recent years important e�orts have therefore been directed to charac-

terizing the electronic2,3 and structural properties of 3C-SiC4�6 and as well as their mutual

interactions7�10. However, despite this undeniable interest and several decades of studies,

the growth of high-quality 3C-SiC single crystals still remains an extremely challenging

task. It is now commonly admitted that this di�culty stems from the high temperatures

(>1900◦C) that are required to grow SiC single crystals from the vapor phase, where the 3C

polytype is known to be unstable11. These high temperatures trigger the 3C-6H polytypic

transition, which takes place by the formation and extension of stacking faults (SFs), re-

sulting in crystals of poor structural quality. The presence of SFs are in turn known to have

deleterious e�ects on the performances of 3C-SiC-based MOSFETs7 which obviously limits

the appeal of 3C-SiC for actual devices. A detailed understanding of the 3C-6H transition,

both in terms of the mechanisms involved and transformation kinetics, is hence a key issue

for the development of high-quality 3C-SiC materials.

The 3C-6H polytypic transition has been thoroughly studied in the case of polycrystalline

materials11 mainly using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and powder di�raction.

It has been demonstrated that in such materials the transitions take place by surface or

vapor-phase di�usion with activation energies lying in the 495 - 661 kJ/mol (5.13 - 6.85 eV)

range11. On the contrary, studies dealing with the transformation of 3C-SiC single crystals

are extremely scarce and, to the best of our knowledge, the question of the transformation

kinetics has not been addressed to date. This lack of experimental data regarding the 3C-

6H polytypic transition in single crystals is due (i) to the above-mentioned di�culties to

grow 3C-SiC single crystals and (ii) to the lack of quantitative characterization tools that

would allow to obtain quantitative information concerning the transformation (transforma-

tion level and polytype volume fraction). Qualitative information, for instance regarding

the transformation mechanism or the nature of the polytypes that are formed, have been

obtained using TEM12, Raman scattering13,14 or X-ray rotation photography15. Besides,

these studies reached contradictory conclusions concerning the transformation mechanism.
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In a previous study we demonstrated the potential of di�use X-ray scattering (DXS) for

the study of the 3C-6H polytypic transition16. DXS, combined with numerical simulations,

allows not only to unambiguously determine the transformation mechanism, but also to

obtain the transformation level and the polytype volume fraction.

The purpose of the present article is to provide a detailed analysis of the 3C-6H polytypic

transition using DXS, supported by TEM and optical birefringence microscopy. A particular

emphasis is laid on the transformation kinetics and the mechanisms involved. Experimental

details regarding the 3C-SiC single crystals, the thermal treatments and structural charac-

terizations (DXS, TEM and birefringence microscopy) are given in section 2. In section 3,

the simulation methodology is brie�y recalled and the 3C-6H transition is studied in details.

In particular, we shall show that this transition is driven by the nucleation and expansion

of partial dislocations bounding stacking faults (SFs). Whereas the expansion of existing

SFs dominates in the 'low temperature' regime (<2000◦C), in the 'high temperature' regime

(>2000◦C) the transformation is mainly driven the nucleation of new SFs. The in�uence of

temperature and crystalline quality will be discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. 3C-SiC single crystals

In this work we used 10 × 10 mm2, 250 µm � thick, commercially available (001)-oriented

3C-SiC single crystals (HAST Corporation) grown by chemical vapor deposition on "undu-

lant" (001) Si wafers (which are removed by polishing subsequently to deposition)1,17. The

undulant (001) Si substrates exhibit trenches running parallel to the [1-10] direction which

allows to signi�cantly reduce the density of the defects which are usually encountered in the

heteroepitaxial growth of 3C-SiC on (001) Si, namely anti-phase boundaries (APBs) and

SFs lying in the { 111 } planes. It must however be mentioned that this growth process

produces highly anisotropic single crystals. Firstly, because defect annihilation takes place

progressively during growth, the region close to the SiC/Si interface (hereinafter designated

as the 'lower side') exhibits a high density of APBs, SFs and twin boundaries18, whereas

the region close to the SiC surface (hereinafter designated as the 'upper side') exhibits a far

better crystalline quality19. Secondly, the trenches being parallel to the [1-10] direction, the
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annihilation mechanism is only e�cient for those SFs lying in the (111) and (-1-11) planes,

whereas those lying in the (-111) and (1-11) planes are not a�ected. Consequently on the

upper side of the crystals the SF density is higher along the [1-10] direction (6.4 × 103 cm-1)

than along the [110] direction (1.4 × 103 cm-1)20. The in�uence of this anisotropic crystalline

quality (i.e. upper side vs. lower side and [110] vs. [1-10]) on the polytypic transition will

be discussed in the next section.

Two sets of samples (coming from two distinct wafers) have been studied in this work.

The �rst set (from wafer 1) is composed of a raw crystal and 4 crystals annealed at 2000◦C

for 1, 2, 4 and 8 hour(s) respectively, so as to promote the 3C-6H transition and monitor the

transformation kinetics. The second set of samples (from wafer 2) is composed of 4 crystals

annealed 5 hours at 1700, 1800, 1900 and 2100◦C, respectively. This second set of crystals

allows to investigate the thermal behavior of the transition (because of the limited number

of 3C-SiC single crystals, it was not possible to record the full transformation kinetic for

each temperature). The annealing experiments were conducted under 60 kPa of Argon. The

surface of the sample is slightly graphitized upon annealing. The graphite layer is removed

before subsequent characterizations.

The uncertainties on the derived transformation levels have been roughly estimated from

the �uctuations observed in the raw (non-annealed) crystals originating from the same

wafers. Is is important to notice that signi�cant di�erences are observed when consider-

ing crystals from di�erent wafers (up to 20% in the polytype volume fraction in the worst

cases). In particular the crystalline quality of wafer 2 turned out to be signi�cantly worse

than for wafer 1 (with a SF density reaching 3 ×105 cm-1), so that the results of both

set of crystals can not be quantitatively compared. For crystals from the same wafer, the

�uctuations can be as high as 10% for the polytype volume fraction.

B. Structural characterizations

DXS experiments have been conducted on a home-made high-resolution di�ractometer

mounted on a high power x-ray source coupled with a four re�ections Ge (220) monochro-

mator and equipped with a curved position sensitive detector (PSD)21,22. The x-ray beam

is 100 µm thick and 10 mm wide. This di�ractometer allows to record wide-range reciprocal

space maps (RSMs) including the (002) and (113) re�ections of 3C-SiC in a small amount
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Figure 1. (a) reciprocal space map of a 3C-SiC single crystal annealed 5h at 1900◦C. The di�use

streak joining the (002) and (-113) re�ections is clearly visible. (b) zoom on the (002) re�ections.

Two equivalent streaks, making an angle ψ = 54.74◦ with the [001] direction are due to SFs lying in

the (-111) and (1-11) planes. The streak labeled 'PSD' is due to the transmittance function of the

detector. Apart from the Bragg re�ections and the DXS originating from the SFs, no other signal

is detected.

of time23. A typical reciprocal space map of a partially transformed 3C-SiC single crystal is

displayed in Fig. 1.

In the following we shall make use of the usual hexagonal unit-cell, the c-axis of which is

parallel to the [111] direction of the cubic unit-cell and corresponds to the stacking direction

of the Si-C bilayers12 (the relations between the standard cubic and hexagonal unit cells are

given in Ref.24). Within this unit cell, the row joining the (002) and the (113) re�ections

actually corresponds to the [10L]h direction (the subscript 'h' stands for hexagonal) where

the Bragg re�ections occur at L = 2 and L = 5, respectively (Fig. 1). This direction

contains all information regarding the stacking sequence of close-packed structures and is

commonly used to monitor polytypic transitions25. The intensity distribution along the

[10L]h direction is extracted from the RSM for each sample and for each orientation of the

sample (i.e. with either the [110] or the [1-10] parallel to the incident beam and with either

the upper or the lower side exposed to the incident beam). These [10L]h - scans are then

simulated with a numerical model in order to extract the polytype volume fraction and the

level of transformation. The penetration depth of the X-ray beam varies from 12 µm to 24

µm when moving from the (113) to the (002) re�ection. This ensures that the data recorded
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from the upper or the lower side are indeed representative of these regions (i.e. we do not

integrate over whole thickness of the crystals).

Thin specimen have been prepared for birefringence microscopy observation in a trans-

mission geometry. As the cubic lattice of perfect 3C-SiC is not birefringent, this method is

particularly adapted to evidence any increase in the hexagonality of the structure26. Two

di�erent 50µm thick samples have been cut and mechanically polished from an as-received

substrate: one cross section parallel to the original trenches (i.e. parallel to [1-10]) and

one planar view (from the upper face). Highly birefringent lamellae can be observed and

correspond to regions with non-zero hexagonality (i.e. partially transformed 3C), Figure 2.

It can be seen that those lamellae emerge to the upper face but do not propagate down to

the lower face.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) experiments were carried out on a 3C-SiC sam-

ple annealed at 1800◦C. It was prepared in <001> plane-view as well as in cross-section with

<110> as foil normal. The cross-sectional sample was prepared as follows: three pieces of

0.65×1.0×2.5 mm3 in size were cut and glued together, then mechanically thinned down to 20

µm, prior to argon ion-milling to electron transparency. TEM observations were performed

in bright-�eld and weak-beam dark-�eld modes on a JEOL 2200-FS TEM equipped with a

�eld-emission gun (FEG), an in-column Omega �lter and a Scanning Transmission Electron

Microscopy (STEM) unit. All images and di�raction patterns were elastically �ltered with

a 10 eV slit around the zero-loss peak.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Di�use X-ray scattering

The 3C-6H transition occurs through the generation and extension of SFs and, in order to

produce the �nal 6H phase, the SFs have to be spatially correlated. The existence of spatial

correlations between SFs gives rise to extended di�use scattering in the [10L]h direction.

The analysis of this di�use scattering allows in principle to recover the statistical properties

of the stacking sequence and hence to deduce the exact nature of the mechanism responsible

for the generation and extension of SFs, as well as the progress of the transition. In a

previous study16 we have demonstrated that the SFs are produced by the glide of partial
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dislocations. In this section we brie�y recall the physical basis of the model used in this

work to simulate the DXS curves and show how it allows to obtain the transformation level

of SiC single crystals. The intensity distribution along the [10L]h row can be written24:

I(L) = k.PV

∫
dL′.R(L′)Is(L− L′) + b (1)

where the scale factor k , and the background b are constant for a given set of experimental

conditions. P is the polarization and V the irradiated volume. Is(L) is the intensity scattered

from the sample which is convoluted with the resolution of the di�ractometer R(L). The

resolution of di�ractometer has been described in details elsewhere22. In the present case it

is very well described by a Gaussian function with FWHM (full width at half maximum) =

0.006 close to the L=2 peak and FWHM=0.01 close to the L=5 peak. An optical micrograph

of a partially transformed 3C single crystals is shown in Figure 2. This �gure clearly reveals

that the transformation does not a�ect the whole crystal, but instead there are bands of

transformed SiC which coexist with regions of pure 3C-SiC. We will show in the following

that the polytype contained in these transformed regions do not correspond to pure 6H

but rather to partially transformed, i.e. disordered, 3C-SiC. These bands are inclined by

∼ 55◦ with respect to surface, which corresponds to the angle between the (111) and (001)

crystallographic planes (54.74◦). The scattering from such crystals can hence be described

as the superposition of the coherent scattering Ic emanating from the untransformed regions,

and the di�use scattering Id originating from the transformed regions:

Is(L) = xtId(L) + (1− xt)Ic(L) (2)

where xt is the volume fraction of transformed SiC.

In the case of a dislocation-based transformation mechanism, the di�use intensity can be

written as:

Id(L) = 2ψ2<


1

2
+

5∑
n=1

n−1∑
m=0

a6−nJn−mexp [−2πi (6−m)L/3]− a0J0
6∑

n=0

anexp [−2πinL/3]

 (3)

ψ2 is proportional to the structure factor of a single Si-C bilayer. The coe�cients a and

J are function of the transformation level τ (τ = 0 for the 3C phase, τ = 1 for the 6H

phase) as follows: a0 = −τ 2, a1 = −ωτ(1 − τ), a2 = a3 = a4 = 0, a5 = −ω(1 − τ), a6 = 1
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Figure 2. Optical birefringence micrograph of a partially transformed 3C-SiC single crystal. (a)

cross-sectional view, (b) plane view. δ is the magnitude of bire�ngence (δ = 0 corresponds to cubic

regions, and δ > 0 corresponds to regions with non-zero hexagonality, i.e. partially transformed

regions)

and J0 = 1, J1 = (−2τ + τ 2ω2 + ω)/D, J2 = (τ + ω2 + τ 2ω)/D, J3 = (1 − τ)2/D, J4 =

(1 − τ)(ω − 2τω + τ)/D, J5 = {(1 − τ)[ω2(1 − 3τ) + 2τ(ω − τ)] − τ 2(1 + 2τ)}/D, where

ω = exp(2πi/3) and D = (1 + τ)2 + 2τ . Equation (3) is related to the di�erence-equation

approach of faulting in fcc and hcp metals as described by Warren24. Its derivation is based

on the treatment introduced by Holloway27 which does not require an explicit solution for

the di�erence-equation and allows to express the di�racted intensity as a function of the

coe�cients of the di�erence-equation and the coe�cients of the pair-correlation function (a

and J , respectively). Further details can be found in ref15 and ref23. Finally, the coherent

scattering Ic can be straightforwardly calculated assuming particular mosaic domain shape

and size28. In the present case, cubic parallelepipeds with an edge length ranging between

500 nm and 6 µm (depending on the sample and on the transformation level) were found to

give excellent agreement with experimental data.
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Figure 3. In�uence of the polytype volume fraction xt (a) and the transformation level τ (b) on

the DXS pro�les. For these calculations τ (respectively xt) is kept constant and equal to 20% while

xt (respectively τ) successively takes the following values: 0, 10, 40 and 70 %. The curves are

normalized to the same maximum value. Increasing xt results in a simple increase of the di�use

intensity, whereas increasing τ results in a structuring of the di�use intensity.(c) Experimental (black

thick line) and simulated (thin red line) intensity distribution along the [10L]h row corresponding

to samples annealed at 1700, 1800, 1900 and 2100◦C, respectively. The curves are shifted vertically

for clarity.

As can be anticipated from �gure 2, the 3C-6H transition may operate in two ways: either

by increasing the transformation level within the partially transformed regions (increasing τ),

or by a growth of the transformed regions at the expense of the pure 3C regions (increasing

xt). The global transformation level is given by τxt. Obviously, for the transition to reach

completion, both mechanisms have to take place simultaneously.

Simulations using the previous equations are shown in Figure 3. DXS curves are calcu-

lated for increasing polytype volume fraction (a) and increasing transformation level (b).

In the case where either xt or τ is equal to 0, only coherent scattering is present with the

Bragg peaks occurring at L = 2 and L = 5. On the contrary, as soon as τxt is non zero

then di�use scattering (located between the Bragg peaks) appears. The remaining narrow
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Bragg peaks are due to the untransformed parts of the crystals. For a �xed transformation

level (20%) the growth of the transformed regions simply results in an increase of the dif-

fuse intensity with a concomitant decrease of the coherent intensity (while the shape of the

di�use scattering remains unchanged). Conversely, an increase of the transformation level

at a �xed volume fraction (20%) results in a structuring of the di�use intensity (while the

overall di�use and coherent intensities remains constant). In this latter case, pseudo-peaks

corresponding to the Bragg peaks of the forthcoming 6H phase, emerge from the di�use

intensity. These peaks are more pronounced for high values of τ and their location shifts

towards their de�nitive value corresponding to the 6H phase.

Figure 3 (c) depicts the evolution of the DXS curves recorded from the second set of crys-

tals (wafer 2) which have been annealed 5h for increasing temperature. In agreement with

the previous simulations, the narrow peaks located at L = 2 and L = 5 correspond to the

Bragg peaks emanating from untransformed parts of the crystal, whereas the intensity lo-

cated between these peaks correspond to the di�use scattering coming from the transformed

regions of the crystal. Increasing the temperature results in an overall increase of the di�use

intensity (i.e. a growth of the transformed regions) as well as a structuring of the di�use

intensity (i.e. an increase of the transformation level). It can be seen that the simulation

�ts the data very well which allows to deduce the polytype volume fraction, which increases

from 36 to 56%, and the transformation level, which increases from 15 to 70%. It can be

noticed that for the higher temperature (2100◦C) the simulation underestimates the width

of the pseudo-peaks in the high-L region. This discrepancy is very probably due to the

heterogeneous strain �eld associated to the partial dislocations (the e�ect of strain-induced

broadening being more pronounced for high values of L29). Indeed for this temperature we

have a transformation level τ = 70% which corresponds to a very high density of SFs (i.e.

35% of the lattice planes contain a SF) and hence a very high density of dislocations. The

peak broadening associated to the strain �eld of the dislocations can not be straightforwardly

included in the simulation which explains this discrepancy. Recent Monte-Carlo simulations

allowed to con�rm this hypothesis of strain-induced broadening and will be presented in

a separate paper. It should be noted that this e�ect does not a�ect the determination of

xt and τ since these parameters are principally deduced from the �t in the low-L region23

where strain-induced broadening is not signi�cant.
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B. Transformation kinetics

The DXS curves recorded from the di�erent crystals (and crystal orientations) have been

simulated with the model described earlier, and the transformation level τ and the volume

fraction xt have been deduced in each case. The results obtained from the �rst set of crystals

(wafer 1) are depicted in Fig. 4, whereas those obtained from the second set (wafer 2) are

depicted in Fig. 5.

Let us �rst consider the evolution of τ for increasing annealing time, Fig. 4 (a). In all

cases considered, the transformation level behaves in a similar fashion: it increases rapidly

and reaches a level of 75-90% after 8 hours at 2000◦C. The data have been �tted with a

power-law, ktn (where k is the growth rate and n the kinetic exponent, dashed line in Fig.

4). It turned out that n varies from 0.08(1) to 0.11(2) (the number in brackets indicates the

uncertainty on the last digit), i.e. the transformation mechanism is almost independent on

the initial SF density ([1-10] vs. [110]) and on the crystalline quality (upper side vs. lower

side). A very di�erent behavior is obtained for xt (Fig. 4 (b)). The fastest kinetic is obtained

on the upper side in the [1-10] direction (i.e. the direction with a high SF density), where xt

reaches only 33% after 8 hours at 2000◦C. Conversely the slowest kinetic has been observed

for the [110] direction (xt = 2.5% in 8 hours). This can be explained by the fact that in this

direction the SF density is very low, the crystal is hence only weakly transformed, even for

long annealing times. On the lower side, the volume fraction is also very low (xt = 4.7% in 8

hours) though for a completely di�erent reason. The poor quality of the 3C-SiC crystals on

their lower side (mosaicity, presence of twin boundaries and anti-phase boundaries) hinders

the motion of dislocations, and hence the expansion of SFs. This can be clearly seen from

Fig. 2 where the bands of partially transformed SiC fail to reach the lower side of the crystal.

A similar observation has been made by Raman scattering on similar crystals14.

The activation energies for both mechanisms have been obtained from an Arrhenius plot

of the data recorded from the second set of crystals (wafer 2) : ln(x) (where x corresponds

to either τ or xt) is plotted vs. 1/T (Fig. 5). For the upper side of the crystal, Fig.

5 (a), despite the scatter of the data corresponding to xt (due the inhomogeneity of the

crystals), it turns out that the transformation mechanisms are characterized by signi�cantly

di�erent activation energies, i.e. 1.5(1) eV for the transformation level and 0.5(4) eV for

the volume fraction. It can already be mentioned that these values are in good agreement
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Figure 4. Evolution of the transformation level τ (a) and the the volume fraction xt (b) as function

of annealing time at 2000◦C. Squares: upper side, high SF density [1-10]; circles: upper side, low

SF density [110]; triangles: lower side. The dotted line is a �t with a power-law.

with the range of values obtained for the activation energy corresponding to the glide of

partial dislocation in SiC, either experimentally in hexagonal polytypes30,31 or in 3C-SiC

using numerical simulations32,33. This will be discussed in more details in the next section.

The interpolation lines cross at ∼ 2000◦C: for T > 2000◦C the transition is driven by the

increase of the transformation level within the partially transformed regions τ (characterized

by a fast kinetic), whereas for T < 2000◦C the transformation is driven by the expansion of

the partially transformed regions (increase of xt, which is characterized by a slow kinetic).

As a consequence, high-quality 3C-SiC single crystals may remain kinetically stable when

annealed at temperatures lower than 2000◦C. This is in good agreement with the observation

that high-quality 3C-SiC single crystal are indeed stable upon annealing at 1800◦C and

1900◦C23.

On the lower side, Fig. 5 (b), both activation energies are close to each other and

signi�cantly higher (2.8(2) eV for τ and 2.4(2) eV for xt). As above, this can be explained

by the fact that on the lower side the dislocations are pinned by structural defects which

hinders their motion. An additional energy is therefore required for the dislocations to

detach from defects. It is surprising that although the activation energy of τ is increased,

the transformation kinetic, Fig. 4 (a), is not a�ected by the structural quality of the crystal.
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Figure 5. Arrhenius plot of the transformation level τ (squares) and volume fraction xt (circles)

obtained from the upper side (a) and the lower side (b).

The reason for this discrepancy stems from the fact that the data have been obtained from

two distinct wafers, with di�erent structural qualities. In particular the activation energies

have been obtained from a wafer with a much poorer crystalline quality (with a defect

density ∼ 100 times higher) where dislocation pinning is very important. It can hence be

expected that if the transformation kinetics would have been recorded from the same type

of defective crystals, we would have observed a slower transformation kinetic on the lower

side of the crystal as well.

C. Discussion

A polytypic transformation model involving the glide of partial dislocations has been

suggested by Pirouz and Yang12. In the framework of this model, a pinned screw dislocation

lying in the basal (111) plane dissociates into two partial dislocations with two di�erent

dislocation cores (a pure Si and pure C core), and hence di�erent mobilities. The authors

suggested that the Si(g) partial (where g indicates a dislocation from the glide set) is the most

mobile and, under the action of shear stress, forms a faulted loop (i.e. the stacking sequence

within the loop is changed) according to the Frank-Read mechanism, which progressively
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faults the entire lattice plane upon the extension of this loop. Contrarily to a classical

Frank-Read source, a second operation of the loop on the same plane is forbidden as this

would violate the stacking rules by generating an AA-type stacking. Then, because of the

overlap of the strain �eld of both partial dislocations, the dislocation undergoes a double

cross-slip motion and thereby reaches the neighboring (111) plane, where a new faulted

loop can be created. As outlined in Ref.12, if this mechanism operates repeatedly and

periodically, any polytypic sequence can be created starting from the 3C stacking. In the case

of the 3C-6H transition, three successive faults are required with a periodicity of six planes,

i.e. ABCABCABCABC... is transformed into ABCA|C|B|ABCA|C|B|... (the vertical bars

indicate the SFs). When the initial screw dislocation (which is pinned in the primary glide

plane) undergoes double cross-slip, it leaves a near-edge type 'residual' dislocation on the

cross-slip plane. Such residual dislocations have been observed in 6H-SiC in the reverse 6H-

3C transition12 and have been considered as a strong indication of the validity of the model

suggested by Pirouz and Yang. In its initial formulation this transformation mechanism

requires the application of a shear stress in order to overcome the attractive force between the

two partials which is itself due to the staking fault energy γ. However, since the publication

of this model, there have been many studies demonstrating that the stacking fault energy in

3C-SiC is actually negative34�36, which results in a repulsive force between the two partials,

so that high temperatures may su�ce to produce a faulted loop.

TEM experiments have been performed on a 3C-SiC crystals annealed at 1800◦C for 2

hours (wafer 2), Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a,b) displays micrographs of cross-sectional 3C-SiC with

[110] zone axis. Fig. 6 (a) shows typical high densities of SFs lying in 111 and elongated

along <110> within the 3C-SiC crystal. Fig. 6 (b) zooms on a SF terminating within the

crystal. This SF lies in (1 1 -1) and is bounded by a partial dislocation whose Burgers

vector and line direction were determined to be 1/6[2 -1 1] and [2 9 11] (at 10◦ from [011]),

respectively. The presence of SFs and the associated partial dislocations, which have been

deduced from DXS experiments, are here clearly con�rmed by TEM. An interesting feature

is reported on another con�guration in Fig. 6 (c) which shows dislocation segments lying

out of (almost perpendicular to) the {111} primary glide plane. These segments (indicated

by the white arrows) are very likely residual dislocations, which indicates that new SFs

might have been generated in the crystal according to the mechanism of Pirouz and Yang12.

The transformation kinetics obtained earlier can hence be interpreted in the light of this
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Figure 6. (a) Bright-�eld TEM image showing a region with a high density of large stacking faults

lying in {111} in annealed 3C-SiC. (b) Detail of one stacking fault and the associated bounding

partial dislocation. (c) Bright-�eld image of another area showing dislocation segments lying out

of the {111} primary glide plane in a plane-view sample.

mechanism. Further investigation of these dislocation features are currently undertaken.

The parameter τ corresponds to the transformation level within bands of partially trans-

formed material and is therefore solely dependent on the generation of new SFs according

to the double cross-slip mechanism. The activation energy obtained for τ (1.5(1) eV on the

upper side) therefore corresponds to the energy required to activate the double-cross slip
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motion. Once new SFs are generated, the increase of the volume fraction of transformed ma-

terial (xt) requires the dislocation loops to glide over long distances (several hundreds of µm).

The activation energy observed for xt (0.5(4) eV on the upper side) therefore corresponds

to the energy required to activate the glide of partial dislocations.

This process occurs in di�erent places in the crystal and is continued until saturation is

reached. It is however extremely unlikely that the transformation reaches completion. For

τ to reach 100% a perfect periodic arrangement in the successive SFs is required which is by

itself improbable. Moreover, when two di�erent bands coalesce the stacking sequence within

the �rst band must be perfectly continued in the second, which, taking into account the

random distribution of the initial SF in the crystal, is also extremely unlikely. This explains

why, in the best case, τ reaches a maximum of 90%. The situation is worse for xt since in the

most transformed crystal it only reaches 33%, i.e. even in the most transformed crystal 67%

of the crystal volume corresponds to pure 3C. This slow kinetic can be explained by the fact

that, in order to transform signi�cant regions of the crystal, the dislocations have to glide

over several hundred of µm, a path along which they might be pinned by structural defects.

Moreover, two bands of transformed 3C, propagating in two di�erent glide planes (say (111)

and (-1-11)) cannot cross each other as they correspond to two distinct orientations of the

upcoming 6H phase, so that the expansion of one band is stopped. Since this takes place

randomly in the crystal volume, the complete conversion to a new polytype is obviously not

possible.

We �nally brie�y discuss the activation energies obtained earlier. The activation energy

of the double cross-slip mechanism (1.5(1) eV) is in remarkably good agreement with the

value (1.54 eV) calculated by Käckell et al.36 within an ab-initio density functional scheme.

Concerning the activation energy for the glide of partial dislocations (0.5(4) eV), it can be

noticed that it is lower than the values usually obtained in SiC, either in hexagonal polytypes

as obtained from experiments30,31, or in 3C-SiC using numerical simulations32,33 (there is no

experimental data for 3C-SiC). A value of 0.61 eV has been calculated by Savini et al.37 for

90◦ C(g) partial dislocations using density functional theory, which is relatively close to our

value. However, because of the signi�cant scattering of the results obtained in these di�erent

studies, a formal identi�cation of the dislocation type (in terms of the nature of the core, or

core reconstruction) is not conceivable to date. Moreover, numerical studies predict the 90◦

C(g) partial to exhibit the lowest activation energy, and hence the highest mobility, whereas
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the experimental evidence is that the 30◦Si(g) are the most mobile. Further experiments are

therefore required in order to identify the type of partials involved in the 3C-6H transition.

IV. CONCLUSION

The 3C-6H polytypic transition in 3C-SiC single crystals has been studied in details using

di�use X-ray scattering, supported by optical birefringence microscopy and transmission

electron microscopy. It has been shown that high temperature annealing (in the 1700-

2100◦C range) sets o� the 3C-6H transition which takes place by the nucleation of bands

(parallel to the {111} planes) of partially transformed SiC. DXS allowed to determine both

the transformation level within these partially transformed regions and the volume fraction

corresponding to these regions. Prolonged thermal annealing induces the growth of these

bands by the glide of partial dislocations, as well as the increase of the transformation level

within the bands, by the multiplication of SFs through the double-cross slip process. It has

further been shown that the generation of new SFs (with Ea = 1.5(1) eV) is a fast operating

mechanism and is prominent at high temperatures (> 2000◦C), whereas the glide of partial

dislocation (with Ea = 0.5(4) eV) appears to be a much slower mechanism and dominates

at lower temperatures (<2000◦C).
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